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SUMMARY

Granulomas, organized aggregates of immune cells,
form in response to persistent stimuli and are hall-
marks of tuberculosis. Tuberculous granulomas
have long been considered host-protective struc-
tures formed to contain infection. However, work in
zebrafish infected with Mycobacterium marinum
suggests that granulomas contribute to early bacte-
rial growth. Here we use quantitative intravital micros-
copy to reveal distinct steps of granuloma formation
and assess their consequence for infection. Intracel-
lularmycobacteria use the ESX-1/RD1 virulence locus
to induce recruitment of new macrophages to, and
their rapid movement within, nascent granulomas.
This motility enables multiple arriving macrophages
to efficiently find and phagocytose infected macro-
phages undergoing apoptosis, leading to rapid, itera-
tive expansion of infected macrophages and thereby
bacterial numbers. The primary granuloma then
seeds secondary granulomas via egress of infected
macrophages. Our direct observations provide
insight into how pathogenic mycobacteria exploit
the granuloma during the innate immune phase for
local expansion and systemic dissemination.

INTRODUCTION

At the outset of human pulmonary tuberculosis, inhaled Myco-

bacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) is taken up by phagocytic cells

and transported across the alveolar epithelium into the lung.

There, infected macrophages recruit additional macrophages

and other immune cells to form organized structures called gran-

ulomas, pathological hallmarks of tuberculosis (Cosma et al.,

2003; Dannenberg, 1993). Granulomas are believed to benefit

the host by containing and restricting mycobacteria (Ulrichs

and Kaufmann, 2006). One reason for this belief is that granu-

lomas were thought to form only after initiation of adaptive immu-

nity (Saunders and Cooper, 2000), and in animal models of tuber-

culosis, bacterial growth is rapid for the first 2 weeks of infection
and plateaus coincident with the development of adaptive immu-

nity (North and Jung, 2004; Swaim et al., 2006). Hence, accord-

ing to the classical model, granuloma formation requires adap-

tive immunity and is critical for restricting bacterial expansion

(Andersen, 1997; Saunders and Cooper, 2000).

Studies in transparent zebrafish embryos infected with Myco-

bacterium marinum (Mm), a system which recapitulates the

earliest stages of tuberculosis (Clay et al., 2008; Dannenberg,

1993; Lesley and Ramakrishnan, 2008; Stamm and Brown,

2004; Tobin and Ramakrishnan, 2008), refute the classical model

of granuloma initiation as a host-protective event in fundamental

ways. First, epithelioid granulomas are found to form within days

of infection, well before adaptive immunity is present (Davis

et al., 2002). Second, granuloma formation coincides with the

accelerated bacterial expansion widely thought to precede it

(Volkman et al., 2004). Finally, Mm lacking the ESX-1/RD1 secre-

tion system locus (DRD1 Mm) produces attenuated infection

(DiGiuseppe Champion and Cox, 2007; Ernst et al., 2007) with

poor granuloma formation (Volkman et al., 2004). Together,

these findings suggest that granuloma formation actually works

as a bacterial tool for expanding infection.

In this study, we sought to determine the mechanisms by

which mycobacteria might take advantage of such a widely

used host-protective response as granuloma formation (Adams,

1976). The unique visual access to cellular events afforded by the

zebrafish embryo has allowed us to investigate the mechanisms

and consequences of tuberculous granuloma formation at the

whole-animal level. We devised quantitative assays using long-

term three-dimensional (3D) differential interference contrast

(DIC) and fluorescence in vivo microscopy to isolate the steps

of granuloma formation. By comparing virulent and DRD1 Mm

infection in these assays, we determined the impact of RD1 on

each step of pathogenesis. Virulent mycobacteria used RD1 to

enhance both macrophage recruitment to and infection within

nascent granulomas. This RD1-enhanced infection rate of the

arriving macrophages was closely coupled to their continued

rapid motility throughout the structure. Thus multiple newly

arriving cells found and phagocytosed single infected dead

macrophages, creating new bacterial growth niches. Further-

more, we found that the primary granuloma promotes early

dissemination of infection via egress of infected macrophages

to establish secondary granulomas distally.
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Figure 1. The Early Granuloma Enhances Bacterial Replication by RD1-Dependent Recruitment and Infection of New Cells

(A and B) Fluorescent images of WT (A) and DRD1 (B) infected lesions at 48, 72, and 96 hr post-infection (hpi). Scale bars, 10 mm.

(C and D) Three-dimensional reconstructions of granulomas in WT (C) and DRD1 (D) infection, showing Hoechst-positive nuclei rendered white (indicated by white

arrows in D) accumulated over 24 hr. Scale grid, 5 mm per square.

(E) Comparison of numbers of Hoechst-positive arrivals in WT and DRD1 lesions after 24 hr. Brackets indicate granulomas in the same embryo. Horizontal lines

represent means. p value from Mann-Whitney test.

(F–H) Neutral red-stained optic tectum macrophages at 5 days post-hindbrain injection with WT Mm (F), DRD1 Mm (G), or no infection (H). Macrophages detected

using neutral red dye (upper panels) and their outlines overlayed on images of the fluorescent bacteria present (lower panels—no fluorescent image collected for

uninfected embryos). Scale bars, 100 mm.

(I) Numbers of optic tectum macrophages at 2 dpi and 5 dpi. p = 0.47 (2 dpi) and 0.01 (5 dpi) (Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 0.05).
RESULTS

Macrophages Infected with Virulent Mycobacteria
Promote Chemotactic Recruitment of Uninfected
Macrophages in an RD1-Dependent Fashion
We ensured that granuloma formation in the zebrafish embryo

model occurred via recruitment of uninfected macrophages to

single infected ones, as is likely in human tuberculosis (Dannen-

berg, 1993). We infected embryos with wild-type (WT) Mm into

the hindbrain ventricle (Figure S1 available online) and monitored

daily the fate of individual macrophages after they had migrated

back into deeper brain tissues (Clay et al., 2007; Davis et al.,

2002) (Figure 1A). Infection expanded quickly into multiple

macrophages (Figure 1A). These granulomas did not form by

aggregation of infected macrophages (Figure S2), suggesting

that uninfected macrophages were recruited, then infected.

Expansion to new cells did not occur when the inciting macro-

phage was infected with DRD1 Mm (Figure 1B).
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To determine the contributions of macrophage recruitment

and retention in RD1-mediated granuloma formation, we devel-

oped the Hoechst recruitment assay for macrophage arrival at

granulomas; we induced brain granulomas by hindbrain ventricle

infection then injected the nuclear dye Hoechst 33342 into the

circulation via the caudal vein (Figure S3A). This dye does not

penetrate the blood-brain barrier (data not shown) so that any

Hoechst-positive cells in brain granulomas represent migrant

phagocytes from the circulation. Twenty-four hours after dye

injection, Hoechst-positive cells were rarely found in the brains

of uninfected embryos (data not shown) whereas they were

numerous in the brains of WT Mm-infected embryos (22.6 ±

4.9, n = 8 granulomas in 6 embryos), but only in granulomas

(Figures 1C and S3B). Similar-sized DRD1 Mm granulomas

(induced by infecting with 5-fold more bacteria) attracted 7-fold

fewer macrophages than WT (3.2 ± 1.6, n = 10 granulomas in

9 embryos) (Figures 1D and 1E). Again, Hoechst-positive cells

were not detected elsewhere in the brain, suggesting that their



Figure 2. Uninfected Cells at WT Granulomas Show Distinct Morphology and Rapid Motility and Infection

(A–C) Hoechst-positive nuclei (blue) are distinguishable as uninfected (A) or infected (B). White arrows, Hoechst-positive nuclei; arrowheads, bacteria (green).

(C) Infected Hoechst-positive cells in WT versus DRD1 lesions over 24 hr. p from Mann-Whitney test.

(D and E) Distinct morphologies of uninfected cells at WT (D) and DRD1 (E) lesions. (D) Left: highly motile cell at WT granuloma with lamellipodium (white bracket),

elongated nucleus (black bracket), and uropod (large black arrowhead). Arrow indicates direction of travel. Right: distinct appearance in WT granulomas of highly

vesicular macrophage shortly before phagocytosis. Small black arrowheads, vesicles. Scale bars, 5 mm. (E) Less motile cell at DRD1 granuloma with no lamelli-

podium and rounded nucleus (black bracket). Scale bar, 5 mm.

(F) Comparison of overall cell length, left, and nuclear aspect ratio, right, of uninfected cells at WT and DRD1 granulomas. p by unpaired Student’s t test.

(G) Speeds of uninfected cells at WT or DRD1 granulomas, or at the site of injection 1 hr post-infection in the hindbrain ventricle. Bracket above indicates results of

1 way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis test)—uninfected cells at DRD1 granulomas (***) differed significantly from all others (p < 0.005), other differences not significant.

(H–K) Tracks of uninfected cells in (G). (H and I) Cells at WT and DRD1 granulomas—all cells tracked for each strain from one granuloma. Insets, fluorescence view

of whole granuloma. Inset scale bar, 30 mm. (J and K) Cells at 1 hr post-injection. 1 hpi tracks from two WT-infected embryos and three DRD1-infected embryos.

All scale bars = 5 mm unless noted otherwise.
reduced number in the granulomas was not due to normal

recruitment with impaired retention.

The Hoechst recruitment assay quantitates blood macro-

phage recruitment, a multistep process involving diapedesis

across the vascular endothelium, followed by tissue migration

to the granuloma (Algood et al., 2003; Imhof and Aurrand-Lions,

2004). To dissect the contributions of macrophage extravasation

and tissue migration to recruitment, we assayed recruitment of

resident macrophages of the optic tectum of the brain to nearby

infected macrophages (Davis et al., 2002; Herbomel et al., 2001).

Using neutral red to identify resident macrophages (Davis et al.,

2002; Herbomel et al., 2001), we found them reduced in WT

infection by 72.1% (±10.4%) from uninfected levels but no signif-

icant reduction in DRD1-infected embryos (n = 5 WT embryos

and 4 each DRD1 and uninfected embryos) by 5 days post brain

infection (Figures 1F–1I). Therefore, individual infected macro-

phages promote extravasation and tissue migration of unin-

fected macrophages to form granulomas in an RD1-dependent

fashion.
Macrophages Arriving at Nascent Granulomas Become
Infected More Rapidly if the Inciting Macrophages Are
Infected with RD1-Competent Bacteria
Macrophages arriving at granulomas appeared to become in-

fected rapidly (Figure 1A). To determine the kinetics of their infec-

tion, we adapted the Hoechst recruitment assay to monitor fates

of arriving macrophages over 24 hr (Figure S3C). Combining 3D

DIC and fluorescence time-lapse microscopy, we could distin-

guish infected and uninfected cells among the new arrivals

(Figures 2A and 2B). Most arrivals at WT Mm granulomas had

become infected (89.1% ± 3.1%, n = 6 granulomas in six

embryos). We compared infection rates in WT and DRD1 granu-

lomas first normalizing for macrophage recruitment by exam-

ining subsets of WT and DRD1 granulomas with similar numbers

of new arrivals (Figure S3C). Only 53.6% (±10.0%) of arrivals to

DRD1 granulomas had become infected within 24 hr (n = 4 gran-

ulomas in four embryos), a 40% reduction versus WT (Figure 2C).

Thus, RD1-competent infection substantially increases the rate

of macrophage infection in addition to recruitment itself.
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RD1-Competent Infection of Inciting Macrophages
in the Nascent Granuloma Is Associated with
a Chemotactic Morphology and Rapid Motility
of Newly Arriving Macrophages
We next sought to define the mechanism of intercellular bacterial

spread in granulomas by examining the appearance and interac-

tions of infected and uninfected cells in WT and DRD1 Mm gran-

ulomas. Cells attracted to WT granulomas moved rapidly (aver-

aging 4.5 ± 1.0 mm/min, n = 10) and had elongated nuclei with

extended lamellipodia and prominent uropods, morphological

features of leukocytes undergoing chemotaxis (Figure 2D, left

panel; Movie S1) (Sanchez-Madrid and del Pozo, 1999). Some

rapidly moving cells were more rounded with extremely promi-

nent cytoplasmic vesicles in their lamellipodia (Figure 2D, right

panel; Movie S1). In contrast, uninfected cells in DRD1 granu-

lomas moved slowly (averaging 0.6 ± 0.1 mm/min, n = 12) and

had rounded shapes and nuclei and fewer cytoplasmic vesicles

(Figures 2E and 2F; Movie S2), suggesting that they do not expe-

rience the same chemotactic signal as cells at WT granulomas.

The speeds and distances covered by uninfected cells in WT

granulomas were greater (eight and nine times, respectively)

than their counterparts at DRD1 granulomas (Figures 2G–2I). In

summary, the RD1-mediated chemotactic motility of cells

arriving at granulomas was tightly linked to their higher infection

rate.

Macrophage Motility in the Context of Extracellular
Bacteria at the Initial Site of Infection Is Not RD1
Dependent
Macrophage migration occurs at multiple steps in tuberculous

infection, first to the initial site of bacterial infection (Clay et al.,

2007; Dannenberg, 1993). Previous work has suggested no

difference in cell recruitment to WT or DRD1 infection sites (Volk-

man et al., 2004). We examined cells recruited to the hindbrain

ventricle 1 hr after injection of WT or DRD1 Mm. In both cases,

recruited cells had the chemotactic morphology of those arriving

at WT granulomas and in sharp contrast to those at DRD1 gran-

ulomas (data not shown). Their displacements (Figures 2J and

2K) and speeds (Figure 2G) were also similar to uninfected cells

at WT granulomas. Thus, RD1 is dispensable for macrophage

chemotaxis to extracellular bacteria at the initial infection site

yet required for intracellular bacteria to induce macrophage

chemotaxis for granuloma initiation and expansion.

Newly Arriving Macrophages Become Infected by
Phagocytosis of Infected Macrophages that Have
Recently Undergone Apoptosis
Next, to determine how the rapid movement of uninfected cells at

WT Mm-induced granulomas might lead to their higher infection

rates, we studied their movements in the context of infected

granuloma macrophages (Figure 3A). We were struck by the

frequent death of these infected cells, which appeared to be

apoptotic based upon morphological hallmarks, i.e., rapid

nuclear collapse and fragmentation resulting in spherical

remnants (Darzynkiewicz et al., 1997; Tone et al., 2007) (Figures

3B and 3C; Movie S3). The dying cells did not lyse; their

membranes appeared intact with the bacteria remaining en-

cased within. In contrast, Salmonella arizonae infection of the
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embryos featured dying macrophages that developed similar

apoptotic nuclear morphology but underwent rapid swelling

with bacterial release (Davis et al., 2002; Fink and Cookson,

2005) (Movie S4).

The DIC appearance of the nuclear spheres of the mycobacte-

rium-infected dead cells corresponded to distinctive compact

fluorescent bodies in cells labeled with Hoechst prior to their

death, in contrast to diffuse nuclear staining of living cells (Dar-

zynkiewicz et al., 1997) (Figure 3D). This feature allowed quanti-

tation of the infected immigrant cells that had died over 24 hr

using the Hoechst recruitment assay (Figure S3C). Most infected

arrivals to WT Mm granulomas had died (74.9% ± 4.8%; n = 6

granulomas) (Figure 3E). That their death was apoptotic was

confirmed by staining with acridine orange and Annexin V (Peri

and Nusslein-Volhard, 2008) (Figures 3F–3I).

Strikingly, their death was followed shortly by phagocytosis of

their remains, including the bacteria (Figure 3C; Movie S5). Unin-

fected cells moved rapidly past living infected cells (Figure 3A),

engaging in phagocytosis only upon encountering a dead cell

(Figure 3C). The bacteria from a single heavily infected dead

macrophage could be phagocytosed by multiple cells, (Figure 3J;

Movie S6) accounting for the increase in the number of infected

macrophages (Figure 1B).

Dying DRD1 Mm-Infected Macrophages
Are Not Phagocytosed Rapidly
RD1 has been reported to increase death of infected macro-

phages in culture (Gao et al., 2004; Guinn et al., 2004) and in ze-

brafish embryo granulomas (Clay et al., 2008; Volkman et al.,

2004). Our analysis of WT Mm granulomas suggested that infec-

tion of new macrophages was dependent on death of infected

macrophages as well as chemotactic motility of, and phagocy-

tosis by, new macrophages. We sought to determine the contri-

bution of RD1 to each of these. Using the Hoechst recruitment

assay and analyzing WT and DRD1 granulomas with similar

numbers of newly arrived cells (Figure S3C), we found a 40%

reduction from WT in dead infected arrivals over 24 hr (n = 6 gran-

ulomas) (Figure 3E). This is consistent with previous findings of

fewer TUNEL-positive cells in DRD1 than WT Mm granulomas

(Clay et al., 2008; Volkman et al., 2004). Though fewer, the

dead cells in DRD1 Mm granulomas showed the same

morphology and kinetics of nuclear collapse as those in WT

granulomas (Movie S7). Yet their death did not evoke chemo-

tactic morphology or motility even in nearby uninfected macro-

phages (data not shown).

Phagocytosis of Bacteria from Dying Cells by Multiple
Arriving Cells Is Likely a Major Mechanism for
Granuloma Expansion
These data suggested that granuloma expansion is driven by the

arrival of new cells that phagocytose resident dying cells at

a multiplicity of greater than one. First, to test the prediction

that granuloma expansion requires new macrophages for niche

expansion, we compared the increase in bacterial burden (as

judged by an interval increase in fluorescence area of the granu-

loma) to the arrival of new macrophages during a 24 hr period in

eight granulomas from seven embryos. We found a tight correla-

tion (Figure 4A).



Figure 3. Death and Phagocytosis of Infected Macrophages

(A–C) DIC time lapse of death and phagocytosis of infected macrophage. (A) two focal planes at time zero showing bacteria in cell with healthy nucleus (large

black arrow), with uninfected cell (small white arrow and brackets as in Figure 2D) passing by. Dashed arrow, direction of travel. (B) Same infected cell as in

(A), before (top) and after (bottom) nuclear collapse. (C) Same cell after further nuclear collapse into apoptotic sphere and later time points showing complete

phagocytosis by new macrophage (black and white brackets and white arrow). Small black arrowheads, vesicles in approaching macrophage.

(D) Hoechst (white) and bacterial GFP (green) overlay above, with matching DIC below, showing compact Hoechst-positive apoptotic nuclei (black arrows) asso-

ciated with bacteria (white arrowheads), compared to diffuse Hoechst staining of live nuclei (white arrow).

(E) Infected Hoechst-positive apoptotic cells per granuloma in WT and DRD1 lesions over 24 hr. p from Mann-Whitney test.

(F–I) Apoptotic cells in WT granulomas detected by acridine orange (F and H) or annexin V (G and I). (F) Granuloma of red fluorescent Mm with acridine orange-

positive cells (white arrows). Bracket indicates area shown in (H). (G) Granuloma of red fluorescent Mm with annexin V-positive cells (white arrows). Bracket indi-

cates area shown in (I). (H) Acridine orange signal (left) corresponds with DIC appearance of apoptotic bodies (dotted circle, middle). Overlay, right. Scale bar,

10 mm. (I) Annexin V signal (left) corresponds with DIC appearance of apoptotic bodies (dotted circle, middle). Overlay, right. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(J) DIC time-lapse images of single macrophage (nucleus indicated by white arrow) pulling a small group of bacteria (white arrowheads) from a larger cluster (X).

Below, sketches derived from these panels with additional details from other planes at same time point.

All scale bars, 5 mm.
Bacterial expansion by intercellular spread could then occur

by rephagocytosis of dead infected macrophages, as predicted

by our findings, or by bacterial transfer between live cells as

previously reported (Davis et al., 2002; Stamm et al., 2003). To
assess the likelihood that death and rephagocytosis is a major

mechanism for bacterial expansion in granulomas, we con-

structed a simple mathematical model of granuloma expansion.

The model is expressed as
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N24 = N0½fm + ð1� fÞ� (1) nism of continual death and phagocytosis can account for

most, if not all, of granuloma expansion.

Figure 4. Bacterial Expansion in Early Granulomas as a Function of Macrophage Arrival, Infection, Death, and Rephagocytosis

(A) Correlation of bacterial growth in granulomas, measured by fluorescence area with arrival of new macrophages. Data from eight granulomas in seven

embryos. Bracket indicates pair of granulomas imaged in the same embryo.

(B) Deconvolved fluorescence images of granuloma at time 0 (left) and 24 hr (right). Scale bar, 20 mm.

(C and D) Bacterial expansion in five granulomas over 24 hr as measured by (C) fluorescence area and (D) number of infected cells.

(E) Fold growth as measured in panels (C) and (D) as compared to predicted fold growth based on mathematical modeling. Differences not significant (ANOVA).
where N0 and N24 are the number of infected macrophages

at time zero and 24 hr, respectively, f is the fraction of infected

macrophages dying in the 24 hr period, and m is the number

of new infected cells resulting from phagocytosis of a single

dying infected cell. Rearranged to express proportional growth

of the granuloma in terms of infected cells (N24/N0 = G), this

becomes

G = fðm� 1Þ+ 1: (2)

This model and its assumptions are detailed further in the

Supplemental Data.

To test this model, we followed five granulomas, in five sepa-

rate embryos, assessing fluorescence area as a measure of

bacterial burdens and counting the numbers of infected macro-

phages and of apoptotic bodies at 0 and 24 hr (Figure 4B; Table

S2). First, we found a 3.0 (±0.6) fold increase in fluorescence

area, similar to the 2.8 (±0.3) fold increase in the number of in-

fected macrophages (Figures 4C–4E; Table S3). Second, based

on these data, we found f = 0.8 (±0.1) and m = 2.3 (±0.6)

(Table S3). These values are in accordance with our previous

finding that death of infected macrophages is rapid (Figure 3E)

and our observational expectation of multiplicity based on

imaging (data not shown). These calculated values for f and m

predicted average proportional growth of 2.0 ± 0.5, which was

71.5% (±4.4%) of the observed growth as measured by increase

in the number of infected cells (Figure 4E; Table S3) and 75.0%

(±25.2%) of growth estimated by increase in fluorescence

area. The closeness of these values suggests that the mecha-
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Some Newly Infected Macrophages Egress
the Primary Granuloma
Tracking with 3D DIC microscopy, combined with bacterial

volume measurements from fluorescence microscopy, revealed

that the motility of infected granuloma macrophages decreased

inversely to their bacterial load (Figure 5A; Movies S8–S10). This

was confirmed by analysis of long-term 3D confocal microscopy

of granulomas where fluorescent bacteria within individual

macrophages could be identified as distinct clusters. Following

their motion over 18 hr, we discovered that five infected macro-

phages left the granuloma altogether (Figure 5B; Movie S11).

Consistent with our previous observations, these bacterial

clusters were among the smallest in volume (Figure 5C). We

confirmed by DIC visualization that the departing bacteria were

intracellular (Movie S12).

To track departing bacteria, we created MD2, an Mm strain

constitutively expressing the Kaede photoactivatable protein

(Ando et al., 2002), which switches stably from green to red fluo-

rescence on exposure to ultraviolet light, without damage to the

bacteria or their infected cells (Figure S4 and data not shown).

Selective photoactivation of single granulomas frequently re-

vealed departure of infected macrophages after 24 hr (Figures

5D–5F). The intracellular MD2 were both red and green fluores-

cent (Figure 5E), suggesting that they were synthesizing new

Kaede protein and thus metabolically active. In addition to

departure via tissue migration (Figures 5D–5F), we observed

departed infected macrophages lodged in the distant vascula-

ture (Figure 5G–5I and Movie S13). Monitoring 33 granulomas



for 24 hr after photoactivation, we recorded one to four departed

macrophages in 18 (54.4%) of them and calculated the mean

rate of departure at 1.4 (±0.3) per granuloma.

Macrophages Exiting the Primary Granuloma Seed
Distal Granulomas to Disseminate Infection
We extended our monitoring to 2 days post-photoactivation and

found 18 granulomas with evidence of departed macrophages at

day 1. In six cases (33%) the departed bacteria were found in

new granulomas (Figures 6A–6C). The bacteria in all departed

macrophages remained both red and green fluorescent,

showing their prolonged viability after departure and potential

to initiate new granulomas.

Mammalian tuberculosis is thought to arise from a single

primary lesion (Balasubramanian et al., 1994; Rich, 1946). To

determine if egress of infected macrophages could account for

this dissemination, we monitored embryos infected with 10–50

CFU of green or red fluorescent bacteria for 3 days and selected

ones forming a single granuloma with no other infection foci

(Figure 6D). Daily monitoring from the day of granuloma forma-

tion (t = 0) showed that primary granulomas were capable of

disseminating infection throughout the body by departure of in-

fected macrophages (Figure 6D). All ten embryos monitored

had evidence of newly departed infected macrophages by day

Figure 5. Motility and Departure of Infected

Granuloma Macrophages

(A) Average speeds of infected and uninfected

cells versus their bacterial volumes.

(B) Tracks of departing infected macrophages

from Movie S11. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(C) Bacterial volumes and average speeds of de-

parting macrophages in (B), compared to those

that did not depart. p by Student’s t test.

(D–F) Departure of infected macrophages from

brain granuloma. (D) Granuloma immediately after

photoactivation (red) and (E) 24 hr later, demon-

strating granuloma growth and departure of in-

fected macrophages (arrowheads). (F) DIC/red

fluorescence overlay of departing macrophages

(arrowheads). Dotted line represents granuloma

edge. Scale bars in (D)–(F), 20 mm.

(G–I) Hematogenous dissemination from tail gran-

uloma. (G) A single granuloma (arrow) photoacti-

vated at 3 dpi. Scale bar, 300 mm. (H) At 4 dpi, pho-

toactivated bacteria (arrowheads) seen in gill

vasculature. (I) DIC image of cluster #2 from (H).

Dashed line: limits of vasculature, e: erythrocyte,

m: muscle. Scale bar, 10 mm.

2 (Figure 6E), and of secondary granu-

loma formation by 4 days (Figure 6E). In

every case, the appearance of a pri-

mary granuloma macrophage preceded

secondary granuloma formation, which

invariably occurred at the site where the

departed macrophage was first observed

(Figure 6D and 6E). Over 3 days, the

mean rate of macrophage arrival at distal

sites was 1.6 (±0.4) per day, similar to the

departure rates obtained before. The rate of departure remained

relatively constant over the 3 days of observation, with means of

1.4, 2.2, and 1.3 on days 1, 2, and 3 post primary granuloma

formation (t = 0), respectively. The rate of new granuloma forma-

tion was 0.30 (±0.07) per day, so 19% of newly departed macro-

phages initiated granuloma formation per day. Together, these

data show that infected macrophages frequently depart primary

granulomas and migrate both hematogenously and through

tissues. The kinetics of departure and secondary granuloma

formation suggest that granuloma macrophages constitute the

major if not sole mechanism for dissemination.

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that mycobacterial expansion in early gran-

ulomas is driven by a continual cycle of death of infected macro-

phages and their phagocytosis by multiple newly recruited

macrophages (Figure 7). This model is supported by a direct

comparison of the kinetics of these events in the presence and

absence of the RD1 virulence determinant and their correlation

to infection outcome (Figure 7). Furthermore, a simple mathe-

matical model derived from our observed logistics of WT granu-

loma inception suggests that this mechanism can account for at

least 71% and possibly all of granuloma expansion. The small
Cell 136, 37–49, January 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 43



Figure 6. Departing Bacteria form Secondary Granulomas

(A–C) Bacteria from one granuloma spread to another. (A) Primary granuloma immediately after photoactivation at 3 dpi. Scale bar, 50 mm. (B) At 5 dpi, the original

granuloma (1) persists and a new one (2) has appeared nearby. Dashed box, area shown in panel C. (C) Photoactivated bacteria from granuloma 1 spreading in

granuloma 2. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(D) Single granuloma at 3 dpi (white arrow, 1) with departure of bacteria to new location 24 hr later (white arrowhead). By 48 hr, the original granuloma (1) continues

to grow, the new locus is forming a granuloma (2), and a third locus of infection has appeared (arrowhead). Scale bar, 300 mm.

(E) Dissemination from single primary granulomas in ten embryos. Horizontal lines indicate fate of departing macrophages (remain single or form granuloma) on

successive days. *Indicates dissemination of multiple macrophages that could not be tracked definitively between days or that appeared on the last day of

tracking. The embryo from (D) is shown as 1.
remainder, if any, may be attributable to other mechanisms that

may or may not be RD1 dependent. One possible mechanism is

direct spread via membrane tethers between individual macro-

phages as observed in the blood stream (Davis et al., 2002).

However, we have not discerned this phenomenon in granu-

lomas during extensive video microscopy. Another possible

means of intercellular spread is via actin-based bacterial motility

(Stamm et al., 2003; Tobin and Ramakrishnan, 2008). Both Mtb

and Mm are reported to escape the phagocytic vacuole into

the cytosol in an RD1-dependent fashion (Stamm et al., 2003;

van der Wel et al., 2007), and Mtb has also been shown to require

RD1 for intercellular spread in vitro (Guinn et al., 2004). In the

case of Mm, once cytoplasmic,�20% of bacteria become motile

in cultured macrophage monolayers via host actin polymeriza-

tion and can spread to adjacent cells (Gao et al., 2004; Stamm

et al., 2003, 2005). This motility has not been reported for Mtb

and has been proposed to be used for Mm-specific interspecies

transmission strategies, rather than the granuloma formation

common to Mm and Mtb (Stamm and Brown, 2004; Tobin and

Ramakrishnan, 2008). This hypothesis is consistent with our

finding that a mechanism distinct from actin-based motility is

the major contributor to bacterial expansion in granulomas.
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The mechanics and dynamics of granuloma formation we

observe in response to RD1-deficient infection of zebrafish

embryos mirror those found in BCG-induced granulomas in

rabbits (Figure 7) (Dannenberg, 2003). BCG produces attenuated

infection, similar to DRD1 Mm in the zebrafish embryo (Volkman

et al., 2004), strongly suggesting that without the faster kinetics

of granuloma formation induced by RD1, mycobacteria lose the

growth advantage they enjoy specifically in nascent granulomas.

Extrapolation of observations from attenuated BCG infection

(Dannenberg, 2003) to infections with fully virulent organisms

may have led to an incorrect conclusion about the consequence

of granuloma formation in response to virulent mycobacteria.

We note that the greatly reduced speeds and displacements

of macrophages we observed at DRD1 granulomas are in accord

with recent work visualizing mouse granulomas formed by the

RD1-deficient strain BCG, in which the macrophages are re-

ported to be relatively static (Egen et al., 2008). In this study, in

the 2 to 3 weeks after infection, macrophages were recruited

to granulomas, consistent with our observations with DRD1

Mm granulomas in zebrafish; however, relative macrophage

recruitment rates in response to RD1-proficient and -deficient

strains were not assessed, precluding a comparison with our



Figure 7. Mechanisms and Consequences of Early Granuloma Formation and the Impact of RD1

Top: WT pathogenesis. An infected cell (1) recruits new macrophages and induces their rapid motility (2). Upon its death, it is phagocytosed by the recruited cells

(3). After more bacterial growth, these infected cells also die (4) and are phagocytosed by more recruited macrophages (5). Infected cells egress the primary

granuloma (6) to initiate secondary granulomas (7).

Bottom: The same events altered by the absence of RD1. An infected cell allows intracellular bacterial growth similar to WT. The death of this cell is delayed

compared to WT (1), and the recruited macrophages are fewer in number and lack the rapid motility seen in WT (2). Slower infected macrophage death and

rephagocytosis of dead cells (3) combine to produce small, delayed granulomas with better containment of infection (4).
findings of the impact of this locus on macrophage recruitment.

Strikingly, in that study, while macrophages were recruited to

BCG granulomas, once inside they had limited motility in

contrast to the highly motile T cells (Egen et al., 2008). This

lack of macrophage motility is very possibly due to the lack of

RD1 in the inciting bacteria. It is also possible that, independent

of RD1, granulomas have distinct macrophage dynamics at this

later stage from the very early granulomas we have monitored.

While analysis of the effect of RD1 on macrophage dynamics

in mature granulomas awaits comparison of isogenic strains in

adult animals, there is evidence suggesting that this locus

continues to influence granuloma structure after adaptive immu-

nity has been invoked. Adult zebrafish and mice with RD1-defi-

cient Mm and Mtb, respectively, have loose, poorly structured

granulomas (Sherman et al., 2004; Swaim et al., 2006). More-

over, DRD1 Mm-infected zebrafish embryos continue to have

loose noncaseating granulomas even as adults (Volkman et al.,

2004). Regardless of its exact role in mature granuloma

dynamics, the role of RD1 in nascent granulomas revealed by

this study is likely a critical factor in the irrevocable early bacterial

expansion that establishes infection (Andersen, 1997; Kaufmann

and Ladel, 1994; Saunders and Cooper, 2000).

RD1 has been thought to promote mycobacterial infection by

dampening the innate immune response in order to evade its
bactericidal mechanisms (Pathak et al., 2007; Stanley et al.,

2003), although more recent evidence suggests that RD1

enhances inflammation (Koo et al., 2008). Our findings suggest

that at least in the nascent granuloma, bacteria expressing

RD1 actually accelerate aspects of the innate immune response,

especially macrophage recruitment, motility, and apoptosis (see

below). Accelerated granuloma formation in response to Mtb (as

compared to BCG) (Adams, 1975) has been assumed to repre-

sent the host’s attempt to thwart a more virulent pathogen

(Adams, 1975). Our direct observations in vivo suggest that

this acceleration is driven by a mycobacterial virulence factor

and actually aids bacterial growth.

Our results also shed light on the role of RD1 in granuloma

formation (Volkman et al., 2004) and clarify the contributions to

this process of the distinct infection phenotypes associated

with this virulence locus (DiGiuseppe Champion and Cox,

2007; Ernst et al., 2007). First we show that the presence of intra-

cellular RD1-competent Mm results in enhanced recruitment of

uninfected macrophages hematogenously and through tissues

to form granulomas. RD1 has been associated with increased

death of infected cells in cultured macrophage monolayers.

The increased intercellular spread of RD1-competent bacteria

that has been observed is thought to result from bacteria being

released into the culture medium and becoming accessible for
Cell 136, 37–49, January 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 45



phagocytosis (Gao et al., 2004; Guinn et al., 2004). However, this

mechanism seems unlikely within the tight structural restraints of

the granuloma. Indeed, our data reveal that while RD1 is associ-

ated with increased cell death, this increase alone seems unlikely

to account for the increased infection rate. Rather, the motility of

uninfected macrophages and their attraction to dead infected

cells, both apparently mediated by RD1, appear to be required

for intercellular spread. The lack of even a local chemotactic

response to cell death in DRD1 granulomas suggests that

reduced death in these lesions is not the root cause of the overall

reduced macrophage motility and spread of bacteria. Alterna-

tively, RD1-competent and -deficient cell death may be molecu-

larly different despite their similar morphology and kinetics, with

only the former producing signals that induce macrophage

motility. In either case, reduced overall motility of macrophages

appears to be responsible for the slower phagocytosis of dead

macrophages in DRD1 Mm granulomas. This reduced phagocy-

tosis should account substantially for the lower rate of infection

of new arrivals, in combination with the decreased death rate

itself.

The constant rapid motility of uninfected cells throughout the

granuloma is the most profound difference between granulomas

with and without RD1. While chemokines have been implicated

in cell migration to form granulomas (Algood et al., 2003), we

now provide evidence of continued chemotactic migration of

macrophages after reaching the granuloma, which in turn corre-

lates with their increased infection. Rapid and continuous migra-

tion seems to allow these new arrivals access to the few dying

infected cells present at a given moment. These logistics are

reminiscent of those described for B and T lymphocytes in lymph

nodes as they seek out cognate antigen on other lymphocytes,

a process also governed by chemotactic signals (Castellino

et al., 2006; Okada et al., 2005)—a comparison made yet more

intriguing by reports that the mature tuberculous granuloma

has structural and functional similarities to secondary lymph no-

des (Kahnert et al., 2007; Ulrichs et al., 2004). The rapidly moving

uninfected macrophages in WT granulomas display the classic

appearance of leukocytes in the presence of a chemotactic

signal (Sanchez-Madrid and del Pozo, 1999). Indeed, their speed

(average 4.5 mm/min) is comparable to that reported for mouse

macrophages responding to a human recombinant M-CSF-

receptor gradient (Webb et al., 1996), as well as those of lympho-

cytes moving in mouse tuberculous granulomas (Egen et al.,

2008) and in lymph nodes (Stoll et al., 2002). While the macro-

phages we observed at WT granulomas were in constant motion,

within a single lesion their movements were not in a unified

direction, suggesting that the signal guiding them is uniformly

distributed. However, in the midst of this apparently random

movement, dying cells are rapidly found and phagocytosed,

a sequence that would seem to require specifically directed

motion toward newly dead cells. Notably, the macrophages

approaching and phagocytosing dead cells have a distinct

morphology and more directed motion. To account for this

combination of random and directed motion, we propose that

a gradientless signal, emanating from infected macrophages

throughout the granuloma, induces new cell recruitment and

random movement, but a second signal, generated by dying

cells, directs nearby macrophages to them for phagocytosis.
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Both of these movements appear necessary for efficient phago-

cytosis in nascent granulomas.

The chemokines involved in granuloma formation and the

pathways by which they are induced by bacterial RD1 are not

yet understood and are likely to be complex (Algood et al.,

2003; Peters and Ernst, 2003). Notably, TNF, a key protective

cytokine in tuberculosis, was thought to mediate protection by

promoting cell migration and granuloma formation, at least in

part by modulating the expression of key chemokines and their

receptors (Algood et al., 2003; Flynn and Chan, 2001). However

we have recently found that TNF signaling is not required for

granuloma formation, at least in the innate stages of infection

detailed in this study (Clay et al., 2008). Rather its primary role

in early protection appears to be to restrict mycobacterial growth

within macrophages. Indeed, lack of TNF signaling results in

accelerated granuloma formation, presumably because of an

increased proportional increase in RD1 within the inciting in-

fected macrophages (Clay et al., 2008; Miller and Ernst, 2008).

Infection with DRD1 Mm results in attenuated infection with

poor granuloma formation even in the absence of TNF signaling,

further confirming the lack of involvement of this prime candidate

in RD1-mediated granuloma formation.

A striking finding of our study is a very high rate of apoptotic

death of infected macrophages, enhanced by RD1, that appears

to be a driving factor in granuloma expansion. This finding brings

into question our understanding of the role of apoptosis in

mycobacterial infection. Macrophage apoptosis has been noted

in human tuberculosis granulomas (Cree et al., 1987; Keane

et al., 1997) and, based on some in vitro studies, has been re-

garded as detrimental to the infecting mycobacteria, in contrast

to necrosis, which favors bacterial growth (Fratazzi et al., 1997;

Gan et al., 2008; Keane et al., 2002; Oddo et al., 1998). However,

many of these in vitro studies used additional agents to induce

death of the infected macrophages (Fratazzi et al., 1997; Gan

et al., 2008; Molloy et al., 1994; Oddo et al., 1998), inducing

specific death pathways that may have overridden mycobacte-

rium-induced ones. This point is important for the interpretation

of these data given that different molecular inducers of apoptotic

death (e.g., Fas ligand versus ATP) have been found to have

opposite effects on the viability of the mycobacteria within the

dying cell (Lammas et al., 1997). Furthermore, RD1 has been

shown to promote death of cultured macrophages infected

with Mtb or Mm, and this death shown to be apoptotic in the

case of Mm (Gao et al., 2004; Guinn et al., 2004). RD1 is required

for intercellular spread in Mtb-infected cultured macrophage

monolayers (Guinn et al., 2004; Lesley and Ramakrishnan,

2008), consistent with our in vivo data that apoptotic cell death

can play a role in bacterial expansion. In summary, our findings

suggest either that apoptotic cell death in vivo is not actually

harmful to mycobacteria—perhaps because bacterium-sparing

pathways are invoked—or that the rapid phagocytosis after

macrophage death, also an RD1-dependent phenomenon,

nullifies any bactericidal effects.

Finally, our results shed light on the role of the primary granu-

loma in the dissemination of tuberculosis. By serial visualization

of infection at the whole-organism level from the very earliest

events, we have shown how dissemination occurs soon after

establishment of the first lesion. Human tuberculosis is



increasingly appreciated to be a disseminated infection (Hernan-

dez-Pando et al., 2000) and has been inferred to disseminate

hematogenously from the primary granuloma early in infection

(Balasubramanian et al., 1994; Chackerian et al., 2002). Our

direct imaging of the primary granuloma confirms this model

and provides kinetics and a cellular mechanism for this central

feature of early pathogenesis. We find that hematogenous

dissemination occurs within macrophages that depart estab-

lished, enlarging granulomas. Macrophages and dendritic cells

are required for the initial transport of bacteria to deeper tissues

for establishment of infection (Clay et al., 2007; Dannenberg,

2003; Wolf et al., 2007). Our work reveals that macrophages

repeat their role as bacterial transporters by disseminating infec-

tion from the primary granuloma.

In summary, we propose that the pathway of granuloma

formation and subsequent bacterial dissemination is based

upon macrophage responses (recruitment, phagocytosis,

apoptosis) that are of themselves generally protective (Adams,

1976; Dannenberg, 2003) and that work reasonably well against

less virulent (i.e., RD1-deficient) infection. Rather than block

these host responses, RD1-competent mycobacteria appear

to accelerate them to turn the granuloma response into an effec-

tive tool for pathogenesis. The initiation of the adaptive immune

response then may halt bacterial expansion not by forming gran-

ulomas as suggested by the classical model (Andersen, 1997;

Saunders and Cooper, 2000) but by altering the early granuloma

into a form of stalemate between host and pathogen.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animal Care and Strains

Wild-type AB zebrafish embryos were maintained and infected by injection

into the caudal vein or hindbrain ventricle at 24–30 hr post-fertilization unless

otherwise noted (Cosma et al., 2006; Davis et al., 2002; Volkman et al., 2004).

Bacterial Strains

Fluorescent wild-type Mm strain M (ATCC #BAA-535) and DRD1 mutant

strains were used (Volkman et al., 2004). MD2 was derived by transformation

with plasmid pMD2 expressing a transcriptional msp12::kaede fusion (Chan

et al., 2002). See Supplemental Data for details.

Vital Dye Staining of Embryos

Embryos were injected with 200 mg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) via caudal

vein or 1/10 dilution Annexin V-AlexaFluor 488 (Invitrogen) via hindbrain

ventricle or soaked in 2 mg/ml acridine orange (Sigma-Aldrich) in fish water

for 10 min. Neutral red staining was performed as described (Davis et al.,

2002).

Microscopy

Widefield microscopy was performed on a Nikon E600 equipped with DIC

optics, a Nikon D-FL-E fluorescence unit with 100W Mercury lamp, and

MFC-1000 z-step controller (Applied Scientific Instrumentation). Objectives

used included 43 Plan Fluor, 0.13 NA, 103 Plan Fluor, 0.3 NA, 203 Plan Fluor,

0.5 NA, 603 Water Fluor, 1.0 NA and 603 Oil Plan Apo, 1.4 NA. Widefield fluo-

rescence and DIC images were captured on a CoolSnap HQ or CoolSnap CF

CCD camera (Photometrics) using MetaMorph 7.1 (Molecular Devices). ‘‘3D

DIC Microscopy’’ refers to capturing Z stacks of DIC images, for one or

multiple time points, and exploring these datasets manually using programs

described below. Confocal microscopy was performed on an Olympus Fluo-

view FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with lasers

capable of 405 nm, 637 nm, 488 nm, and 561 nm excitation. Objectives

used were 103 UplanApo air, 0.4 NA and 203 UplanApo air, 0.75 NA.
Image Processing

Where indicated, Z stacks were deconvolved using AutoDeblur Gold CWF,

Version X1.4.1 (Media Cybernetics), with default settings for blind deconvolu-

tion. Additional dataset analysis and visualization was performed using Imaris

x64 6.0 (Bitplane) and MetaMorph 7.1 (Molecular Devices). Movies were

produced either directly from Imaris or from stacks compiled in MetaMorph.

Additional movie compilation and formatting was performed in Adobe

Premiere 6.0 and QuickTimePro 7.4 (Apple). Figure processing and assembly

were performed in Adobe Photoshop CS2.

Statistics

Student’s unpaired t tests and power trendline calculations were performed

using Excel 11.4 (Microsoft Corp.). All other statistical tests were performed

using Prism 5.0a (GraphPad Software, Inc.).

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Supplemental Data include four figures, Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures, three tables, and 13 movies and can be found with this article online

at http://www.cell.com/supplemental/S0092-8674(08)01443-8.
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